Estimated number of off-target candidate sites for antisense oligonucleotides in human mRNA sequences.
Antisense oligonucleotide (ASO) therapeutics are single-stranded oligonucleotides which bind to RNA through sequence-specific Watson-Crick base pairings. A unique mechanism of toxicity for ASOs is hybridization-dependent off-target effects that can potentially occur due to the binding of ASOs to complementary regions of unintended RNAs. To reduce the off-target effects of ASOs, it would be useful to know the approximate number of complementary regions of ASOs, or off-target candidate sites of ASOs, of a given oligonucleotide length and complementarity with their target RNAs. However, the theoretical number of complementary regions with mismatches has not been reported to date. In this study, we estimated the general number of complementary regions of ASOs with mismatches in human mRNA sequences by mathematical calculation and in silico analysis using several thousand hypothetical ASOs. By comparing the theoretical number of complementary regions estimated by mathematical calculation to the actual number obtained by in silico analysis, we found that the number of complementary regions of ASOs could be broadly estimated by the theoretical number calculated mathematically. Our analysis showed that the number of complementary regions increases dramatically as the number of tolerated mismatches increases, highlighting the need for expression analysis of such genes to assess the safety of ASOs.